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1. Trending Searches Last 7 Days (2023-11-26, Regions: US, CA, GB, AU) (2023-11-26)



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 1)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

OpenAI
Nonprofit 

organization
1041.2 295.7 US

Xumo Software company 453.2 89.9
topics: Television;Charter Communications;Xumo Play;Comcast;
queries: xumo;
popcornflix;xumo play channels;www.xumo/activate;

US

AT&T Mobility
Mobile 

telecommunicati 

company

892.8 83.5 topics: AT&T;Mobile phone;Customer;Customer Service;
queries: at&t;att;att wireless;

US

Sony Corporation
Corporate group 

company
488.0 82.0 topics: Sony;

queries: headphones;
US

Goyard Company 101.8 51.9
queries: goyard;mini goyard;

US

Primary Arms, LLC Company 294.0 37.6
topics: Academy Sports + Outdoors;Handle;
queries: primary arms;
primary arms black friday;euro optics;

US

Bank Of Montreal
Investment 

banking company
176.7 25.2 queries: bmo;bmo digital banking;bmo harris digital banking;

bmo digital banking app;
US

Epic Games
Video game 

company
59.7 24.9 topics: Epic Games;Video game;Epic Systems;Fortnite;

queries: epic;epic games;
US

Henry Repeating Arms
Arms 

manufacturers 

company

73.3 22.5
topics: Rifle;Lever;Action;Repeating rifle;Deer hunting;Weatherby, Inc.;

queries: henry;sportsman warehouse;brownells;henry golden boy calibers;
US

Dior Fashion company 125.0 21.6 topics: Dior;Christian Dior;Perfume;
queries: dior;dior jordan;dior lip;dior dress;

US

Hess Corporation Company 314.6 19.5
topics: NYSE:OXY;Rudolf Hess;Hess 2011 Toy Truck and Race Car;1990;Plush;

queries: hess;hess 2023;2023 hess truck;hess 2020;
US

CELINE Fashion company 41.0 17.1 queries: celine;celine tiffany ann;celine tiffany ann louisville;
celine tiffany ann louisville ky;

US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 2)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Suzlon
Renewable energy 

company

116.3 17.1 topics: topics: Share;Price;Share price;YES BANK;Tata Motors;NSE:TRIDENT;
queries: US

US

Synology Corporation -73.5 16.9
topics: Network-attached storage;Synology;Synology DiskStation DS220+;reset;install;

queries: synology;ds220j;synology ds220j;jellyfin synology;
US

Intuit Mint

Personal 

financial 

management 

company

37.4 15.2 topics: Mobile app;Budget;Mint;
queries: mint;simplifi;mint vs rocket money;

US

OnTrac Company 65.9 14.5
topics: LaserShip;OnTrac;United States Postal Service;
queries: ontrac;
lasership global tracking;

US

Tapestry Fashion company -34.4 13.4
topics: Coach;Macy's;Kate Spade;Tory Burch;
queries: coach;coach tabby;coach tabby bag;
coach pride collection;

US

Van Cleef & Arpels Jewelry company 112.6 12.0 topics: Van Cleef & Arpels;Bracelet;
queries: van cleef;bracelet;van cleef bracelet;

US

Yves Saint Laurent Fashion company 101.2 10.9
topics: Saint Laurent;Saint Laurent L'Homme;
queries: cologne;ysl;ysl black;
ysl chelsea boot;ysl babycat sample;how to pronounce yves saint laurent;

US

Carhartt Workwear company 196.2 9.5 topics: DICKÃ¢â■¬â■¢S Sporting Goods;
queries: carhartt;carhartt jacket;

US

Ipsos
Market research 

company
27.5 7.3

topics: Ipsos;Market Force Information;Malaysia;Sassie Login;
queries: ipsos;
ipsos login;ipsos login shopper;

US

White's Boots Clothing company -38.3 7.3
topics: Boot;Nicks Handmade Boots;Red Wing;Thursday Boot Company;
queries: boots;
whites perry;whites perry boot;red wing moc toe;

US

BetOnline Company 38.0 6.8
topics: Gambling;ESPN;eToro;
queries: betonline;roofing near me abe roofing;
latex hybrid matress plushbeds;plush mattress plushbeds;

US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 3)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

New Balance Footwear company 214.7 6.7 topics: queries: new balance;new balance shoes;
queries: US

US

Pixar
Animation 

company
33.4 6.2 topics: Film;Soul;Onward;Elemental;

queries: ai disney pixar;pixar image creator;
US

Mango
Outlet store 

company
38.5 5.8 topics: Mango;Bonobo;Apes;Mango AI;

queries: mango;mango mango;tamarind;lama;bonobo;
US

Madhappy Company 8.6 5.7
topics: Hoodie;Madhappy;UGG;
queries: uggs madhappy;madhappy tasman;
madhappy ugg tasman;tasman uggs;whitefox;

US

Ralph Lauren 
Corporation

Fashion company 62.6 5.2 topics: Ralph Lauren;
queries: lauren;ralph;lauren ralph;

US

Holland America Line Corporation -0.8 5.2

topics: State room;Gratuity;Cruise ship;Norwegian Cruise Line;2024;
queries: holland;
holland america;holland america cruises 2023;holland america covid;
holland america cruises 2022;

US

SureFire Lighting company 38.6 5.1
topics: SureFire;Light;Flashlight;Surefire Stiletto Flashlight;
queries: surefire;
modlite;surefire xsc;surefire x300 turbo;

US

Robert Bosch
Engineering 

company
54.8 5.0

topics: Bosch;Bosch Car Service;
queries: bosch;bosch dishwasher black friday;
madison lintz;

US

NetCredit Company 68.4 4.5 topics: Merrick Bank;Title loan;Affirm;
queries: netcredit;net;net credit;

US

Max Mara Fashion company 81.5 4.4
topics: Max Mara;Nancy Pelosi;Camel;Shirts & Tops;
queries: max;max mara arona;cettire;
max mara pasticcino bag;

US

rewardStyle, Inc. Company 44.1 4.3 topics: LTK Creator;connect;Abercrombie & Fitch;
queries: ltk;ltk app;what is ltk;

US

House of CB Fashion company 30.3 4.0
topics: House of CB;Princess Polly;Revolve;
queries: house cb;house of;house;
corset dress;lucy in the sky;

US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 4)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Xiaohongshu
E-commerce 

company

90.4 2.2

topics: topics: Web page;Personal computer;Home page;queries: Ã¥Â°Â■ Ã§ÂºÂ¢ Ã¤Â¹Â¦;
Ã¥Â°Â■ Ã§Â´â■¦ Ã¦â■ºÂ¸;xiao hong shu;Ã¥Â°Â■ Ã§ÂºÂ¢ Ã¤Â¹Â¦ Ã¨â■¹Â±Ã¦â■■â■¡;

queries: US

US

Samsung Electronics
Appliance 

company
84.3 -0.1

topics: Samsung;Samsung Group;Samsung Galaxy S22;Samsung Galaxy S23;

queries: samsung;samsung tv;samsung galaxy;
US

All-Clad
Manufacturing 

company
140.1 -1.9

topics: All-Clad;Frying pan;Stainless steel;
queries: all clad;all;all clad stainless;
d5 all clad;

US

Ghirardelli Chocolate 
Company

Chocolate and 

cocoa products 

company

33.9 -1.9 US

Scentbird, Inc. Company 41.9 -2.5
topics: Perfume;Fragrance;Subscription business model;ScentBox.com;

queries: scentbird;dossier;versace cologne;confessions of a rebel;
US

Optum
Healthcare 

company
54.4 -2.8

topics: Bank;Optum;Health savings account;Optum Bank;Optum Rx;CareMount Medical;

queries: optum;optum pay provider login;optum link login;optum covid testing;
US

Wrangler Jeans company 27.5 -3.8 topics: Wrangler;
US

Kuiu Hunting company 56.6 -4.2 US

Cettire Company 46.7 -4.2
topics: Discounts and allowances;Internet coupon;Shoes;
queries: cettire;
cettire code;cettire legit;cettire promo code;

US

Fanatics
Online retail 

company
20.3 -4.6 US

Hostinger Company 92.1 -4.7
topics: Web hosting service;Minecraft;GoDaddy Inc;
queries: hostinger;
minecraft server;bluehost;

US

Diesel Clothing company 84.7 -5.6
topics: Diesel;Jeans;
queries: diesel;diesel jeans model;diesel jeans robyn brown;
robyn diesel jeans model;

US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 5)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Tailscale Software company 76.4 -6.3
topics: Virtual private network;Backup;Host;install;Server;
queries: tailscale;
tailscale vpn;

US

Gen Digital Software company 390.0 -6.7
topics: NortonLifeLock;Norton Password Manager;Norton Secure VPN;
queries: norton;
symantec;nortonlifelock;norton life lock;norton lifelock scam;

US

King Arthur Baking 
Company

Food company 32.5 -6.8

topics: King Arthur Flour;Pecan pie;Sourdough rolls;
King Arthur Apple Pie Spice 1.5oz;
queries: king;king arthur;king arthur pecan pie;
king arthur pumpkin pie recipe;king arthur scone mix;

US

All Nippon Airways Airline 27.8 -6.8
topics: Japan Airlines;American Express;Delta;
queries: ana;zipair;
ana the room routes;

US

Digikala
E-commerce 

company
69.9 -8.2

topics: Digikala;iPhone 13;Redmi;
queries: Ã■Â¯Ã■Å■Ã■Â¬Ã■Å■;
Ã■Â¯Ã■Å■Ã■Â¬Ã■Å■ Ã■Â©Ã■Â§Ã■â■■Ã■Â§;
Ã■Ë■Ã■Â±Ã■Â²Ã■Â´3 Ã■Â¯Ã■Å■Ã■Â¬Ã■Å■Ã■Â©Ã■Â§Ã■â■■Ã■Â§;
Ã■Â¯Ã■Å■Ã■Â¬Ã■Å■ Ã■Â©Ã■Â§Ã■â■■Ã■Â§ mcp;Ã■ÂªÃ■Â±Ã■Â¨;

US

Hugging Face AI company 156.3 -10.6

topics: Artificial intelligence;Data set;Large language model;Factory;
Google Cloud Platform;Startup company;
queries: huggingface;hugging face;
ai comic factory hugging face;google bard;

US

Regence BlueCross 
BlueShield of Oregon

Insurance 

company
96.1 -15.6

topics: Cambia Health Solutions;Regence Insurance Holding Corporation;
Regence BlueShield;
queries: regence;regence telehealth;medicare login;

US

Moncler Fashion company 85.0 -16.0
topics: Moncler;Jacket;AMIRI;Louis Vuitton;Nordstrom;
queries: moncler;
moncler black friday;moncler black friday sale;canadian goose;

US

The Lego Group Toy company 103.2 -20.4

topics: LEGO;The LEGO Store;26047;LEGO 10294 Titanic Creator Expert;
LEGO 21333 Ideas Vincent van Gogh - The Starry Night;
queries: lego;
lego bearded dragon;

US

Toyota Financial 
Services

Financial 

services company
150.4 -21.9 topics: Finance;TOYOTA;Toyota;

queries: toyota;toyota financial;
US



2. Google Trends All Trending Companies - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 6)

Company Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics Region

Yahoo! Company 439.5 -21.9
topics: Altaba;Email;Yahoo! Mail;
queries: mail;yahoo mail;yahoo login;
yahoo.mail login;www.yahoo.com mail;

US

StatMuse Company 166.0 -26.1 topics: Statistics;NBA;Team;
queries: statmuse;stats;stat;

US

Panasonic
Electronics 

company
688.1 -28.7 topics: Panasonic;

queries: panasonic;
US

Writers Guild of 
America

Media company 900.0 -106.7

topics: Strike action;2007Ã¢â■¬â■■08 Writers Guild of America strike;
2023 Writers Guild of America strike;AFTRA;Association of Talent Agents;

queries: wga;wga strike;

US



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 1)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Mario role-playing 
games

Video game series1437.5 972.8
topics: Super Mario;Super Mario RPG;Nintendo Switch;
queries: mario;mario rpg;
switch mario rpg;mario rpg remake release;

Call of Duty: Modern 
Warfare 3

Video game 2993.8 912.5  
 

Closed-circuit 
television camera

Topic 1248.9 263.5

topics: Camera;Security;Security Camera;Lightbulb socket;Alarm device;
Subscription business model;
queries: camera;security;security camera;
wireless surveillance camera;keke palmer security camera;spy focus security camera;

Invincible TV series 369.6 179.8 topics: Seth Rogen;The Boys;Homelander;
 

Five Nights at Freddy's 
4

Survival game 268.6 82.5

topics: Five Nights at Freddy's;Crying Child;Freddy Fazbear's Pizzeria Simulator;
Unblocked Games Premium;
queries: fnaf 4;fnaf;security breach;fnaf security breach;
fnaf 4 tormentors;

Gilded Age Topic 168.7 48.2
topics: Gilding;The Gilded Age;important;succeeding;
queries: gilded;gilded age;
met gala 2022;met gala 2022 theme;

Ocean Spray Cooperative 249.5 35.0

topics: Dreams (2004 Remaster);Bog;Aerosol spray dispenser;Stevie Nicks;Longboard;

queries: ocean spray;cranberry;ocean spray cranberry;cranberry sauce ocean spray recipe;
ocean spray cranberry relish;ocean spray cranberry orange sauce;

Yakuza Franchise 12.8 31.6

topics: Yakuza 0;Yakuza: Like a Dragon;
Like a Dragon Gaiden: The Man Who Erased His Name;Judgment;
Like a Dragon: Infinite Wealth;
queries: yakuza;yakuza haruka;like a dragon gaiden;

Macy's Inc.
Department store 

chain
94.0 27.5 topics: Macy's;

queries: macys;kohls black friday;

Formula 1 Topic 46.0 25.7
topics: Formula racing;Las Vegas Grand Prix;2023 Formula One World Championship;

queries: f1;f1 2023;f1 2022;

Epic Games Topic 36.3 24.9 topics: Video game;Epic Games;Fortnite;
queries: epic;epic games;epic games games;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 2)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Women's Shoe Topic 151.5 22.7 topics: Shoes;Woman;On;Macy's;Nike Store;
 

Ed Hardy Topic 170.3 22.6
topics: Don Ed Hardy;T-shirt;Perfume;Shirts & Tops;Sweatsuit;
queries: ed hardy;
ed hardy set;ed hardy sweatsuit;

motel rocks query 110.3 21.5  
 

WHITE FOX Topic 176.3 20.1  
 

Eau de Cologne Topic 78.6 16.1 topics: Man;Saint Laurent;Macy's;Ralph Lauren;
queries: cologne;

respiratory disease query 25.3 16.0

topics: Disease;Respiratory system;Respiratory disease;
queries: respiratory system;
chronic respiratory disease;dogs respiratory disease;new dog respiratory disease;
new respiratory disease in dogs;canine respiratory disease 2023;

Simulation video game Game type 12.2 13.5
 
queries: simulator;family simulator x game;roller race simulator codes;
ice fishing simulator codes;

Cruise
Autonomous 

vehicle
83.9 13.1

topics: Car;Cruise ship;Self-driving car;superior;Cadillac;GMC-Instruments;
queries: cruise;
gmc;gmc super cruise;cruise austin;

Ornament Art -61.2 13.0
topics: Christmas ornament;Christmas;Hallmark;Hobby Lobby;
queries: ornament;ornaments;
christmas ornaments 2020;2020 ornament;

Super Mario Game series 70.1 12.5

topics: Super Mario Bros. Wonder;Mario role-playing games;Paper Mario: The Origami King;

queries: mario;mario rpg hidden treasure;super mario rpg hidden treasure;
hidden treasure super mario rpg;

Tote bag Topic 51.6 12.3 topics: Bag;Handbag;Telfar;Saint Laurent;
queries: tote;telfar bag;beis;

Wide-leg jeans Topic 15.6 12.0
topics: Jeans;Hem;Birkenstock;
queries: baggy;jeans;baggy jeans;y2k baggy jeans;
baggy clothes aesthetic;low waisted baggy jeans;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 3)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Petite size Topic 64.9 10.9 topics: Dress;Woman;Trousers;Petite / Short;Maxi;Shirts & Tops;
queries: petite;

Rangefinder Topic 82.5 10.7 topics: Movie camera;Photographic film;Vortex Diamondback HD 2000 Laser Rangefinder;
 

Waistcoat Garment 55.5 9.8 topics: Woman;Man;Down jacket;
queries: vest;voltex heated vest;

Trapping Topic 60.2 9.2 topics: Mouse;Mousetrap;Rat;
queries: traps;trap;trapping;

Telescopic sight Topic 15.3 9.1
topics: Rifle;Gun Scopes & Sights;Call of Duty: Warzone;.350 Legend;
queries: scope;
lpvo scope;arken scopes;arken optics;

Rouge Cosmetics 73.7 8.9 topics: Cosmetics;Lipstick;Rare Beauty;
queries: blush;rare beauty blush;rare beauty;

Summer Fridays Topic 350.0 8.9 topics: Lip balm;Lips;
queries: summer;summer fridays;lip balm;summer fridays balm;

Low-rise Fashion 24.0 8.7
topics: Jeans;Low-rise pants;Jaded London;The North Face;Adidas Samba;
queries: jeans;
low rise jeans;pacsun eco medium blue low rise baggy jeans;essentials hoodie;sephora;

Papa's Freezeria Online game 13.4 8.3 topics: Papa's Cheeseria;Starfall;Two-player game;Fireboy and Watergirl;
 

Steam Deck Computer -15.9 8.1
topics: Video game;Steam;Reddit;
queries: steam;steam deck;steamdeck;steam deck games;
steam games;

Robe Garment 73.2 7.3 topics: Bathrobe;Parachute;Hogwarts Legacy;
queries: robe;skims;skims robe;

SIG Sauer Topic 19.3 7.3
topics: SIG Sauer;SIG Group;Gun Scopes & Sights;X macro;SIG Sauer CROSS;
queries: sig;
sig p365xl;sig p365x;sig p322;

Ouai Topic 53.2 6.8 topics: Shampoo;OUAI Detox Shampoo;
queries: detox shampoo;ouai products;oui hair;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 4)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Parlay Topic 24.9 6.7
topics: Calculator;Gambling;Picks and Parlays;
queries: parlay;same game parlay fanduel;
same game parlay draftkings;

SKIMS Topic 37.5 6.7
topics: Sweatpants;SKIMS;Brandy Melville;Dress;Bodysuit;Foundation garment;
queries: skims;
skims bra;skims black friday;

America's Got Talent Television show-16.3 6.6
topics: Nick Cannon;Judge;Drake Milligan;Nightbirde;Kodi Lee;won;
queries: agt;got talent;
agt 2021;agt 2022;agt 2023;

Gola Topic 93.8 6.5
topics: Sneakers;Veja;Women's Sneaker;Gola Classics;
queries: gola;gola grandslam;
veja sneakers;gola badminton;

tool cart Topic 48.1 6.5 topics: Tool;Cabinetry;Lowe's Home Improvement;Steel;
queries: tool cart;

true religion query 48.0 6.5
topics: True Religion;succeeding;true;false;
queries: true religion jeans;afterpay;
true religion stacked jeans;essentials hoodie;

Circus Topic 37.4 6.2

topics: Paranormal;Clown;Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey;Cirque du Soleil;
The Amazing Digital Circus;Garden Bros Circus;
queries: circus circus;jax digital circus;
garden bros nuclear circus;pomni digital circus;

OLED Topic 38.9 5.1
topics: LG;RTINGS.COM offices;LG OLED-C1;Nintendo Switch OLED;
queries: oled;
nintendo switch;nintendo switch oled;nintendo oled switch;

Bag Topic 24.0 5.0 topics: Handbag;Duffel Bags;Telfar;Tote Handbag;
queries: bag;bags;tote bag;

external Topic 49.7 4.5
topics: built-in;Hard disk drive;connect;succeeding;
queries: external;
ps5 external hard drive;

Gambling Topic -21.3 4.4 topics: Sports betting;Sports;BetMGM LLC;Addiction;
queries: bet;best bets;online bet;

Opera GX Browser 85.3 4.4 topics: Opera Software;Opera;Download;
queries: opera;gx;gx opera;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 5)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Shooter game Topic 33.4 4.3
topics: Game;Video game;Shooting;
queries: shooter;the finals;egg shooting game;
the finals game;

Camouflage Topic 4.4 4.2 topics: Trousers;Shirts & Tops;
queries: camo;camo hey dudes;

HexClad Topic 27.5 3.8 topics: hexclad;
queries: hexclad;

Perfume Topic 41.9 3.4  
 

Bomber jacket Topic 56.0 3.3
topics: Jacket;Varsity;Moose Knuckles;Patagonia;
queries: bomber;jacket;moose knuckle;
moose knuckle bomber;

Brandy Melville Topic 23.4 3.0  
queries: brandy;brandy melville;sweatpants;

Video game modding Topic 21.7 3.0 topics: Minecraft;apk;Friday Night Funkin';install;
queries: mod;mods;fnf;fnf mod;

Dice Topic 21.0 2.6
topics: Game;Dungeons & Dragons;MONOPOLY GO!;DND DICE;
queries: dice;free dice monopoly go;
monopoly go dice links;

Peppermint tea Topic 46.2 2.6  
queries: peppermint;peppermint tea;spearmint baby;

Slang Topic 38.6 2.5 topics: Definition;Word;Meaning;
 

Mary Jane Shoe 48.5 1.8
topics: Shoes;Jane;High-heeled shoe;
queries: mary jane;shoes;koi footwear;
koi footwear mary janes;

Adidas Samba Shoes 285.2 1.7 topics: Reebok;Gucci;GOAT;
queries: samba;adidas;adidas samba;

Crop top Clothing 19.1 1.6 topics: Top;Sleeve;Shirt;
queries: crop;crop top;skims;cropped puffer vest;adika;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 6)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Swarovski Fashion brand 25.0 1.4
topics: Swarovski AG;Swarovski;Crystal;
queries: swarovski;swarovski 2021 ornament;
swarovski ornament 2022;swarovski ornament 2020;

Dietary supplement Pill 40.0 1.1 topics: Memory;Vitamin;Turmeric;The Vitamin Shoppe;
queries: supplements;nac;supplement;

Eau de Parfum Topic 62.5 1.0 topics: Perfume;Saint Laurent;Versace Eros;
queries: parfum;eau de parfum;edp;

CUDA
Computer 

application
22.0 0.5

topics: Nvidia;Graphics processing unit;PyTorch;install;NVIDIA;check;
queries: cuda;
stable diffusion;3090 cuda cores;cuda 11.7;

Lid Topic 26.8 0.2
topics: Glass;Container;Cup;
queries: lid;christmas coffee cups with lids;
turkey roasting pan with rack and lid;pie container with lid;

Philips Topic 127.8 0.1 topics: Philips;Philips Hue;
queries: philips;hue;sonicare;sonicare toothbrush;

Decoy Topic 34.5 -0.6

topics: Duck;Duck decoy;YT Industries;
1 Dozen Dive Bomb V2 Canada Goose Silhouette Decoys;
queries: decoy;decoys;yt decoy;
decoy location apple;

Windows 11 Operating system28.4 -1.1
topics: Microsoft Windows;
queries: windows;windows 11;windows 11, version 23h2;
sgin 15.6inch laptop 4gb ddr4 128gb ssd windows 11 with 4 core intel celeron, full hd;

AMIRI Fashion brand 28.6 -1.3 topics: Jeans;Shoes;
queries: amiri;dior;amiri t shirt;men amiri jeans;

Aparat Website 64.8 -1.7

topics: Film;Persian Language;Dubbing;Prophet Joseph;After;Conjugal Visit;

queries: Ø¢Ù¾Ø§Ø±Ø§Øª;Ø§Ù¾Ø§Ø±Ø§Øª;
Ø¯Ø§Ù■Ù■Ù■Ø¯ Ù■Û■Ù■Ù■ Ù■Ù■Ø§Ù■Ø§Øª Ø®ØµÙ■ØµÛ■ Ø¢Ù¾Ø§Ø±Ø§Øª;

Reddit Website 25.8 -1.9 topics: r/AmItheAsshole;
queries: reddit;reddit coronavirus;elden ring reddit;

Cargo pants Clothing 44.3 -2.0 topics: Trousers;
queries: cargo;pants;cargo pants;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 7)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Aquaphor Drug brand 28.4 -2.6
topics: Tattoo;Cream;Aquaphor Healing Ointment;Aquaphor Healing Balm Stick;

queries: aquaphor lips;aquaphor on tattoo;auquaphor;is aquaphor better than vaseline;

essentials hoodie query 43.1 -2.9

topics: Hoodie;Essentials;Eric Emanuel;Birkenstock;Beats;
queries: essentials fear of god;
fear of god essentials hoodie;fear of god hoodie;ugg boots;abercrombie and fitch;
jordan 4s;

LOEWE Fashion brand 74.2 -3.4 topics: Wool;Goyard;PolÃ¨ne;
queries: loewe jacket;loewe tote bag;loewe store;

Tripod Topic 47.8 -3.5 topics: Tripod;
queries: tripod;

Minimalist shoe Shoe 55.9 -3.7
topics: Shoes;Barefoot;High-top;Vibram;
queries: shoes;barefoot;barefoot shoes;feelgrounds;
whitin barefoot shoes;feelgrounds shoes;

Marni Fashion brand 43.9 -5.1
topics: Marni;Shirts & Tops;UNIQLO;Carhartt;
queries: marni;carhartt marni;marni slippers;
marni slides fur;

Kendra Scott Topic 32.4 -5.3
topics: Necklace;Kendra Scott Necklace;Pandora;
queries: kendra;kendra scott;
kendra scott shark tank;kendra scott barbie necklace;kendra scott ari heart necklace;

Anterior cruciate 
ligament

Topic 46.8 -5.9
topics: Anterior cruciate ligament injury;Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction;
Joe Burrow;Signs and symptoms;
queries: acl;acl 2021;joe burrow acl;

Lacoste Fashion brand 31.9 -6.1  
 

Oh Polly Topic 43.0 -7.9 topics: Dress;Princess Polly;Black;
queries: polly;oh polly;oh;princess polly;mini dress;

Wrapping Paper Topic 83.5 -10.2

topics: Paper;Rifle Paper;Velvet;Disney Minnie Mouse on Pink Wrapping Paper;

queries: wrapping paper;christmas wrapping paper cutter;dark green wrapping paper;
modern wrapping paper;

Divar Topic 104.9 -13.4 topics: Wall;Tehran;Digikala;Work;Saipa Quick;
queries: Ø¯Û■Ù■Ø§Ø±;ØªØ±Ø¨;Ù■Ø±Ø²Ø´Û³;Ø§Ø³Ù■Ù¾;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 8)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Amulet Topic 59.8 -13.6

topics: Baldur's Gate 3;Old School RuneScape;Amulet mould;Blackjack;
Like a Dragon Gaiden: The Man Who Erased His Name;
queries: amulet;amulet mould osrs;
onyx amulet osrs;

UGG Topic 34.8 -18.3
topics: Boot;lululemon;UGG Women's Tasman;Journeys;
queries: ugg;uggs;ugg ultra mini;
ultra mini uggs;uggs ultra mini;

Sol de Janeiro Topic 270.4 -34.0
topics: Perfume;Sol de Janeiro Brazilian Crush Fragrance Body Mist;Fragrance;

queries: sol;perfume sol de janeiro;sol janeiro set;

Diesel Topic 103.2 -49.3 topics: Diesel;Shirt;Clothing;
queries: diesel;diesel shirt;diesel jeans;diesel top;

Columbia Factory Store Topic 172.0 -74.9  
 

Snap-On Tools Topic 154.8 -75.7 topics: Snap-on;Toolbox;Matco;
queries: snap;snap on;snapon;snap on tools;

Sweatshirt Topic 224.8 -81.8
topics: Sweatshirt;Budweiser;
queries: sweatshirt;sweatshirts;brown nfl sweatshirts;
why brown sweatshirts nfl;why are nfl teams wearing brown sweatshirts;

Aritzia Topic 63.0 -84.1 topics: Aritzia;Trousers;Zara;Coat;
queries: aritzia;artizia;aritzia dress;aritzia pants;

Valvoline Topic 197.7 -93.9

topics: Valvoline;Valvoline Instant Oil Change;Oil;Jiffy Lube;Transmission;

queries: valvoline;valvoline coupon 2023;valvoline coupon 50 off;
valvoline 50 off oil change coupon;

Saint Laurent Topic 207.8 -98.8 topics: Yves Saint Laurent;
queries: ysl;saint laurent;ysl bag;

Ryze Topic 905.6 -105.9 topics: RYZE mushroom coffee;Coffee;Mushroom;
queries: ryze;ryze coffee;ryze mushroom;

UGG Tasman Shoes 197.1 -111.8 topics: UGG;UGG Women's Tasman;
queries: tasman;ugg;ugg tasman;

New Balance Topic 200.0 -121.9 topics: Platform shoe;Puma;PUMA;
queries: new;nike new balance;new balance black;



3. Google Trends All Trending Topics USA - 2W Delta (27.11.2023, 13weeks YoY) (Part 9)

Topic Name Type
Pop.
growth

Growth
change Related topics

Sony Group Corporation Topic 385.4 -123.8 topics: Sony Corporation;Sony;Television;
queries: sony;sony tv;sony a;

Asics Topic 261.7 -151.5 topics: Asics;ASICS;New Balance;
queries: asics;asics black;asics women;

Summer Fridays Lip 
Butter Balm

Lip balm 672.4 -155.1
topics: Summer Fridays;Lip balm;Lips;WHITE FOX;Victoria's Secret;Leggings;
queries: summer;
lip balm;summer lip balm;



4. Google Trends Industries USA - 2W Delta (2023-11-27, 13weeks YoY) (Part 1)

Topic Name 
GT 13W

 Growth YoY
2W Change 
(13W YoY) Related topics & queries

Retail -23.8% 11.7%
 
 

Computer monitor -17.8% 8.5%
 
 

Sony PlayStation 24.8% 5.9%
 
 

Fashion 29.0% 4.8%
 
 

Footwear 36.9% 4.5%
 
 

Travel -7.3% 4.2%
topics: Road;Road trip;Day trip;Tuesday

queries: travel;travel tuesday deals;travel tuesday deals 2023;travel tuesday 2023

Travel (and transport) -7.3% 4.2%
topics: Road;Road trip;Day trip;Tuesday

queries: travel;travel tuesday deals;travel tuesday deals 2023;travel tuesday 2023

Alcoholic drink 15.4% 3.9%

topics: Drink
queries: alcohol;can you buy alcohol on thanksgiving;

are liquor stores open on thanksgiving;matthew perry drugs alcohol

Vehicle Insurance 27.4% 2.9%
 
 

Cloud computing -6.1% 2.8%
 

queries: gaming cloud;cloud google;on cloud;cloud gaming beta

Athleisure 11.4% 2.7%
 
 



4. Google Trends Industries USA - 2W Delta (2023-11-27, 13weeks YoY) (Part 2)

Topic Name 
GT 13W

 Growth YoY
2W Change 
(13W YoY) Related topics & queries

Retirement home 31.0% 2.6%
 
 

Health Insurance 0.4% 2.6%
 
 

Airline ticket -4.1% 2.3%
topics: Airplane;Ticket;Alaska Airlines;■stanbul;Buy tickets online

queries: tickets;plane;flight

Camping -0.5% 2.1%
 
 

Genetic testing 29.1% 2.1%
 
 

Food processor -2.8% 2.0%

topics: Food;Pie pastry;Graham cracker;Relish
queries: food processor;food processor pie dough;shred cheese in food processor;

easy pie crust

Magazine -4.0% 2.0%
topics: Editor;Dental floss;Smithsonian

 

Tracksuit 0.7% 2.0%
 
 

Energy Drink 19.4% 1.9%
 
 

Airport 7.2% 1.8%
topics: Train station;Ontario;Sacramento International Airport

queries: airport parking;car rental;las airport

Tax 5.1% 1.7%
 
 



4. Google Trends Industries USA - 2W Delta (2023-11-27, 13weeks YoY) (Part 3)

Topic Name 
GT 13W

 Growth YoY
2W Change 
(13W YoY) Related topics & queries

Cosmetics -5.2% 1.7%
 
 

Bicycle -1.7% 1.6%
 
 

Bicycle -1.7% 1.6%
 
 



5. Weekly Growing Subreddits WordCloud (as of 2023-11-27)



6. Top Weekly Subscriber Inflows By Subreddits WordCloud (as of 2023-11-27)



7. Trending Subreddits (as of 26-11-2023)

Subreddit Subscribers 1M Growth
Subscribers 

Growth Delta %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

whatismycookiecutter 206 458       180 121       684% unknown
The subreddit page 'whatismycookiecutter' does not have enough information or a clear 

description to determine its category.

Money 162 460       44 643         33% finance
The subreddit is focused on discussions and advice related to money, personal finance, 

investing, and financial news.

blackfriday 109 896       10 375         10% shopping
The subreddit is dedicated to sharing information and discussions about Black Friday sales 

and deals, including Cyber Monday and other similar sales t

chaoticgood 248 274       21 166         8% games
The subreddit page is related to the concept of 'chaotic good' which is commonly used in 

role-playing games to describe a character alignment. It focu

ETFs 115 678       10 361         7% finance
The subreddit page is related to Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs), which are financial 

instruments. The community and forum focus on discussions, news, an

SpidermanPS4 338 714       27 160         6% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game 'Marvel's Spider-Man' and its sequels, making it 

related to the category of computer games.

fivenightsatfreddys 546 035       34 510         5% games
The subreddit page is related to the game franchise Five Nights at Freddy's (FNaF), which 

is a popular horror game series.

jewelry 129 933       9 461           5% fashion The subreddit page is related to jewelry, which is a fashion accessory.

attackontitan 518 262       21 904         4% anime
The subreddit page r/attackontitan is categorized as anime because it is dedicated to the 

anime and manga series Attack on Titan. Users on this subred

naturalbodybuilding 237 109       10 748         3% fitness
The subreddit page is focused on natural bodybuilding, discussing various bodybuilding 

organizations, noncompetitive bodybuilding, diets, and exercise

Mario 222 498       17 843         3% games
The subreddit r/Mario is dedicated to the Mario franchise, which includes video games, 

books, movies, and television. It is a community where fans of 

KoreanBeauty 153 515       11 417         3% beauty
The subreddit page is about Korean beauty and skincare, discussing and sharing 

information about Korean cosmetics, skincare routines, and products.

riskofrain 196 655       8 900           3% games
The subreddit page is related to the video game 'Risk of Rain' and its sequel 'Risk of Rain 

2'. It serves as a community hub for fans of the game to d

assassinscreed 651 368       34 848         3% games
The subreddit page is dedicated to the Assassin's Creed franchise, which is a popular video 

game series developed by Ubisoft. It is a platform for fan

curlygirl 222 596       8 591           3% beauty
The subreddit page r/curlygirl is categorized as beauty because it is dedicated to the curly 

hair community. It provides tips, advice, and discussions

Biohackers 136 265       10 493         3% science
The subreddit page is related to DIY biology and pharmacology, which falls under the 

category of science.

falloutnewvegas 152 315       6 449           3% games
The subreddit page is related to the game 'Fallout: New Vegas' and is a community for fans 

of the game. It includes discussions about the game's lore,

FirstTimeHomeBuyer 270 600       19 833         2% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance because it provides information and discussions 

specifically for first-time home buyers, who are likely seeki



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 26-11-2023, part 1)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

OpenAI 792 165             3387% technology
The subreddit page is related to OpenAI, which is an AI research and deployment 

company. It focuses on discussing and sharing information about artifi

whatismycookiecutter 206 458             1000% unknown
The subreddit page 'whatismycookiecutter' does not have enough information or a clear 

description to determine its category.

Maromba 103 356             581% fitness
The subreddit page is about the Brazilian fitness community on Reddit, where people can 

share experiences, ask questions, discuss workouts, and share 

BlueLock 131 742             345% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to the Blue Lock anime series, which is a Japanese manga 

and anime. The description mentions the series and the creato

beginnerfitness 1 178 031          318% health
The subreddit page is related to fitness training and provides a platform for Redditors to ask 

questions and share thoughts about their fitness journe

thelastofus 1 072 120          318% games
The subreddit is dedicated to fans of The Last of Us video game series and the HBO series 

based on the game. It provides a platform for fans to discus

italygames 126 666             300% computer games
The subreddit page is dedicated to Italian video gamers, where they can exchange tips, 

curiosity, news, and previews about upcoming and existing video

FitnessDE 160 283             289% health The subreddit page is focused on fitness, nutrition, and overall health improvement.

flipperzero 110 564             279% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology as it focuses on a portable multi-tool for 

pentesters and geeks. It discusses hacking digital stuff, radio

DarkTide 124 559             272% games
The subreddit page is related to a specific video game, Warhammer 40,000: Darktide, and 

provides a platform for players to discuss the game, share tip

buhaydigital 116 482             259% business
The subreddit page is focused on topics related to the digital economy, online businesses, 

startups, and earning a living online. It provides a platfo

IndianFashionAddicts 115 750             242% fashion
The subreddit page is about discussing and showcasing fashion, including different types of 

outfits and styles.

Gambiarra 274 439             240% DIY
The subreddit page 'Gambiarra' is categorized as DIY because it is a community focused 

on 'Faça você mesmo' (Do it yourself) projects and encourages u

gamingnews 307 478             230% games
The subreddit page r/gamingnews is categorized as 'games' because it is a community 

dedicated to news and discussions related to games and gaming.

bloxfruits 100 161             223% games
The subreddit page is related to the game 'Roblox Blox Fruits' and focuses on discussions, 

leaks, gameplay, and other related content.

GTA 1 036 220          218% games
The subreddit page is related to the Grand Theft Auto (GTA) video game series, which falls 

under the category of computer games.

AnimeMirchi 257 215             191% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to anime enthusiasts, providing a platform for Indian 

Otakus to connect, share content, and engage in discussions abou

audiomeditation 173 078             171% health
The subreddit page is focused on providing audio tools and techniques to enhance 

meditation, which falls under the category of health and wellness.

SpyxFamily 364 740             163% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the SPY x FAMILY series, which is an anime/manga series by 

Tatsuya Endo.

JuJutsuKaisen 760 168             159% anime
The subreddit page r/JuJutsuKaisen is dedicated to the manga and anime series 'Jujutsu 

Kaisen', making it an anime-related subreddit.

AskPhysics 282 336             139% scientific
The subreddit page is related to physics and is dedicated to asking and answering 

questions about physics. It provides a platform for scientific discu

GuessTheMovie 173 069             128% games
The subreddit page is about a game where users can win points by correctly identifying 

shots from movies or by contributing new shots. It focuses on t



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 26-11-2023, part 2)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

lululemon 375 282             119% fashion
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing information about the brand 

Lululemon, which is known for its athletic apparel and activewea

overemployed 256 058             118% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance because it focuses on the topic of being 

overemployed and working two remote jobs to achieve financial freedo

vosfinances 209 484             118% finance
The subreddit 'vosfinances' is related to personal finance and financial management. Users 

discuss topics such as budgeting, investing, saving, and ma

cookiedecorating 197 994             111% hobbies
The subreddit is focused on the hobby of cookie decorating, where members share tips, 

techniques, and ideas for creating beautifully decorated cookies

ObsidianMD 105 261             110% technology
ObsidianMD is a subreddit dedicated to the discussion and support of Obsidian, a note-

taking and knowledge management app. It focuses on the use of te

BatmanArkham 350 482             105% games
BatmanArkham is a subreddit dedicated to the Batman: Arkham video game series. It is a 

community for fans of the games to discuss gameplay, share tips

flexibility 993 685             101% health
The subreddit page /r/flexibility is categorized as 'health' because it focuses on sharing 

stretching tips, goals, and progress related to flexibility

languagelearning 1 044 163          93% education
The subreddit page is focused on language learning, which falls under the category of 

education.

Biohackers 136 265             92% science
The subreddit page is related to DIY biology and pharmacology, which falls under the 

category of science.

FirstTimeHomeBuyer 270 600             90% finance
The subreddit page is related to finance because it provides information and discussions 

specifically for first-time home buyers, who are likely seeki

Nails 1 715 578          90% beauty
The subreddit page r/Nails is categorized as beauty because it is a community where 

people can show off their beautiful nails and discuss nail care, n

UniUK 123 873             88% education
The subreddit page is related to education as it is a platform for individuals to ask questions 

and seek information about going to university in the 

animebrasil 270 736             87% anime
The subreddit page 'animebrasil' is categorized as 'anime' because it is dedicated to 

discussions, news, and content related to anime in Brazil. Users

Mario 222 498             86% games
The subreddit r/Mario is dedicated to the Mario franchise, which includes video games, 

books, movies, and television. It is a community where fans of 

Hair 1 913 500          84% beauty
The subreddit page r/Hair is categorized as beauty because it focuses on discussions, tips, 

and advice related to hair and beauty.

Wavyhair 134 582             84% beauty
The subreddit page is related to wavy hair and provides a community for people to discuss 

and share tips, advice, and experiences related to wavy hair

sugarfree 163 191             82% health
The subreddit page is focused on discussing sugar addiction, sharing tips for a sugar-free 

lifestyle, and providing support to others who are trying t

diyelectronics 225 289             80% technology
The subreddit is focused on electronics and engineering, which falls under the technology 

category. It is a platform for engineers to share their proj

trains 182 879             80% transportation
The subreddit page is about trains and is dedicated to discussing and sharing content 

related to trains from all around the world.

phinvest 303 613             79% finance
The subreddit page is focused on discussions and information related to investing money, 

making money, and growing money in the Philippines.

CBSE 121 929             79% education
The subreddit page is focused on discussing CBSE (Central Board of Secondary 

Education) and schooling/academia in general.

KoreanBeauty 153 515             74% beauty
The subreddit page is about Korean beauty and skincare, discussing and sharing 

information about Korean cosmetics, skincare routines, and products.



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 26-11-2023, part 3)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

XboxSeriesX 2 404 441          74% games
The subreddit page is focused on the Xbox Series X, which is a gaming console. It is a 

community for fans and users of the Xbox platform, featuring ne

StardustCrusaders 907 234             73% anime
StardustCrusaders is a subreddit dedicated to the anime and manga series JoJo's Bizarre 

Adventure, specifically the third part of the series, Stardust

Money 162 460             69% finance
The subreddit is focused on discussions and advice related to money, personal finance, 

investing, and financial news.

MobileLegendsGame 277 989             62% games
The subreddit is dedicated to the game Mobile Legends: Bang Bang, making it a suitable 

category for gaming-related content.

ExperiencedDevs 144 711             62% programming
The subreddit is focused on facilitating discussions among experienced developers and 

providing career advice specific to software engineering.

ShroomID 208 646             61% science
The subreddit page is focused on the scientific study and identification of mushrooms, 

providing a platform for users to share knowledge and ideas rel

yoga 1 802 810          59% health
The subreddit page r/yoga is categorized as health because it is a community dedicated to 

the practice and discussion of yoga, which is a form of phys

HomeworkHelp 600 532             57% education
The subreddit page r/HomeworkHelp is categorized as education because its purpose is to 

provide assistance and support to individuals who need help wi

ikeahacks 261 244             57% DIY
The subreddit page r/ikeahacks is categorized as DIY because it is a community focused 

on providing tips, ideas, and inspiration for people to create 

KeepWriting 218 039             56% education
The subreddit r/KeepWriting is categorized as education because it is a community 

dedicated to helping and supporting writers in their craft. Users ca

askpsychology 144 219             56% scientific
The subreddit page 'askpsychology' is categorized as scientific because it focuses on 

providing science-based answers for questions about the mind, be

dalle2 178 890             55% technology The subreddit page is related to OpenAI's DALL·E 2, which is a technology-based project.

ghibli 344 351             55% anime
The subreddit page is about Studio Ghibli, a Japanese animation film studio, and is 

dedicated to sharing and discussing all things related to Ghibli f

Naruto 1 628 748          54% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing and sharing content related to the Naruto 

and Boruto series, which are popular anime and manga franchise

TVTooHigh 159 815             54% home related
The subreddit page is about discussing and sharing experiences related to TVs that are 

mounted too high on walls or placed at an uncomfortable height,

workout 304 156             53% health
The subreddit page is related to health as it focuses on discussing working out, routines, 

nutrition, and seeking help or support in fitness goals.

japanesestreetwear 363 763             53% fashion
The subreddit page is focused on discussing Japanese fashion, seeking advice, and 

discussing specific brands and seasonal trends.

embedded 154 267             52% technology
The subreddit page is about embedded systems, which falls under the category of 

technology. It focuses on discussions and questions related to embedde

Animesuggest 998 330             52% anime The subreddit page is about anime suggestions and recommendations.

mystery 201 877             52% unknown
The subreddit page is categorized as unknown because the information provided does not 

give enough context to determine its category. The description 

30PlusSkinCare 1 280 840          52% health
The subreddit page is related to health as it focuses on skincare for individuals over the age 

of 30.

overlord 337 405             51% anime
The subreddit page is dedicated to discussing the anime, manga, and novel series 

'Overlord'. It is a community for fans of the series to share their t



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 26-11-2023, part 4)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

whatsthisrock 269 257             50% science
The subreddit page 'whatsthisrock' is categorized as 'science' because it is dedicated to 

identifying mysterious rocks and minerals, which falls under

Mindfulness 1 314 351          50% health
The subreddit page r/Mindfulness is categorized as health because it focuses on the 

practice of mindfulness, which is a mental state achieved by focus

PS5 4 123 084          49% technology
The subreddit page is related to the PlayStation 5, which is a technology product. It serves 

as a hub for news and discussions about the PS5.

HunterXHunter 1 041 752          48% anime
The subreddit is dedicated to the Japanese manga and anime series Hunter X Hunter, 

making it relevant to the anime category.

tretinoin 189 869             47% medical
The subreddit page is related to medical topics, specifically the discussion of retinoids and 

their usage in skincare.

computers 214 962             47% technology
The subreddit page r/computers is categorized as technology because it is dedicated to 

discussions, news, and information related to computers and com

CrossStitch 590 305             46% crafts
The subreddit page is related to the craft of cross stitching, where users share their finished 

objects, works-in-progress, patterns, and discuss rela

psychology 2 037 917          46% science
The subreddit page is focused on sharing and discussing science-based psychological 

material, making it relevant to the field of psychology and falls 

cybersecurity 615 343             46% technology
The subreddit page r/cybersecurity is categorized as technology because it is a community 

where technical professionals discuss cybersecurity news, re

marketing 660 250             46% business
The subreddit page is focused on discussions and questions related to marketing strategy, 

media planning, digital marketing, social media marketing, a

kettlebell 204 184             46% fitness
The subreddit page is dedicated to kettlebell enthusiasts and serves as a forum for 

discussions, tips, and resources related to fitness and kettlebell

PlantBasedDiet 461 066             44% health
The subreddit page is focused on promoting a whole-food plant-based diet for improving 

health and reversing diseases like heart disease and diabetes.

Watchexchange 344 472             44% business
The subreddit page is related to buying, selling, and trading watches, which falls under the 

category of business.

duolingo 272 496             44% education
The subreddit page is related to education because it is a community dedicated to 

discussing and sharing information about Duolingo, a language-learni

rawdenim 197 868             43% fashion
The subreddit page is dedicated to enthusiasts of raw denim, which is a specific type of 

denim known for its durability and unique fading patterns. It

BeginnerWoodWorking 552 775             43% skills
The subreddit page r/BeginnerWoodWorking is categorized as 'skills' because it is focused 

on developing and improving woodworking skills for amateur w

EnglishLearning 197 755             43% education
The subreddit page is dedicated to learning English, making it relevant to the education 

category.

PokemonTCG 295 042             41% games The subreddit page is related to the Pokemon Trading Card Game, which is a game.

EatCheapAndHealthy 7 003 194          40% health
The subreddit page is about eating healthy on a cheap budget, providing tips, recipes, and 

discussions related to affordable and nutritious meals.

RepTime 330 113             39% watches
The subreddit page r/RepTime is categorized as watches because it is a dedicated 

community for discussions on replica watches. The description mention

quilting 189 940             39% hobbies
The subreddit page is about quilting, which is a hobby related to creating quilts. Users can 

showcase their quilting projects, seek advice, and learn 

DumpsterDiving 276 616             39% hobbies
The subreddit page is about a specific hobby, which is dumpster diving. It provides advice, 

information, and first-hand accounts related to finding an



8. Top Growing Subreddits (as of 26-11-2023, part 5)

Subreddit Subscribers
Subscribers YoY 

Growth %

5M Growth 

Chart
Classification Description

gamedev 1 278 212          39% programming
The subreddit r/gamedev is categorized as programming because it is a community 

dedicated to game development. It is a platform where game developers 

OCPoetry 253 815             39% technology
The subreddit page is related to technology because it discusses the recent API changes 

on Reddit and the impact it has on third-party apps and modera



9. Trending Wikipages Last 7 Days (as of 2023-11-25)



10. Top Growing Wikipedia Topics (New Pages, as of 2023-11-26, part 1)

Wikipage
Traffic 7D 

AVG

Traffic 30D 

AVG

Momentum 

Absolute

30D AVG Traffic 

Over Last 5M

Page 

Classification
Page Description

Call_of_Duty:_Modern_Warfare_III_(2023_video_game)8459 19189 1577 computer game
Upcoming first-person shooter video game, twentieth in the call of duty 

series, and sequel to modern warfare ii.

Call_of_Duty:_Modern_Warfare_3 6300 12437 807 computer game
2011 first-person shooter video game, sequel to call of duty: modern 

warfare 2, serving as the third and final installment in the original modern 

Sheynnis_Palacios 39035 17809 1463 beauty pageant
Nicaraguan model and beauty pageant titleholder, crowned miss universe 

2023.

Miss_Universe 15147 10160 581 beauty pageant
Major beauty pageant, one of the big four international beauty pageants, 

held annually by the miss universe organization.

Erica_Robin 7181 3554 292 beauty pageant
Pakistani model and beauty pageant titleholder who was crowned the first 

miss universe pakistan 2023.

Miss_Nicaragua 3841 3338 273 beauty pageant
American beauty pageant held annually since 1955 to select the entrant 

from nicaragua in the miss universe and miss charm pageants.

Spider-Man_2_(2023_video_game) 7626 13828 1121 computer game
Upcoming action-adventure game based on marvel's spider-man with a 

narrative inspired by the long-running comic book mythology.

Alan_Wake 5984 12818 971 computer game
Action-adventure game where alan wake, a bestselling novelist, 

investigates the disappearance of his wife in a small town.

Alan_Wake_II 1421 11148 884 computer game
Upcoming survival horror game, sequel to alan wake, developed by remedy 

entertainment and published by epic games publishing.

Alan_Wake_2 7597 7601 625 computer game
2023 survival horror game sequel, following alan wake who attempts to 

escape an alternative dimension by writing a horror story.

RoboCop:_Rogue_City 2488 5744 469 computer game
Upcoming first-person shooter game based on the robocop films, with peter 

weller reprising his role as robocop. set in old detroit.

Remedy_Entertainment 2356 4576 328 computer game
Finnish video game developer known as remedy entertainment, based in 

espoo.

Sam_Lake 2187 3949 305
video game 

writer

Finnish video game writer and the creative director at remedy 

entertainment, known for his work on the max payne video game series.

Alan_Wake's_American_Nightmare 1260 2433 187 computer game
Action-adventure video game sequel to alan wake, developed by remedy 

entertainment and published by microsoft studios.

Spider-Man_(2018_video_game) 3103 4170 162 computer game
2018 action-adventure game based on marvel's spider-man, featuring an 

original narrative inspired by the comic book mythology.

Like_a_Dragon_Gaiden:_The_Man_Who_Erased_His_Name3233 1923 157 computer game
Action-adventure video game spin-off of the like a dragon series, developed 

by ryu ga gotoku studio and published by sega.

The_Game_Awards_2023 2114 1579 130 computer game
Upcoming award show to honor the best video games of 2023, hosted by 

geoff keighley. held in los angeles, it features live performances and is 

Spider-Man_(Insomniac_Games_series) 1184 1808 113 computer game
Series of action-adventure video games developed by insomniac games 

and published by sony interactive entertainment for playstation consoles 

Insomniac_Games 1521 2227 113 computer game
American video game developer known for creating iconic playstation 

mascots like spyro the dragon and ratchet & clank. also developed popular 

The_Game_Awards 2595 3208 86 computer game
Annual awards ceremony honoring achievements in the video game 

industry. hosted by geoff keighley, it features premieres of upcoming 

The_Game_Awards_2022 2047 2566 70 computer game
Award show honoring the best video games of 2022, hosted by geoff 

keighley and held in los angeles. winners included god of war ragnarök and 

The_Game_Award_for_Game_of_the_Year 3595 3807 65 computer game
Award presented annually by the game awards for the best video game 

across creative and technical fields.
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Liliane_Bettencourt 8461 13320 1069 business
French heiress, socialite, and businesswoman. one of the principal 

shareholders of l'oréal.

L'Oréal 2988 3821 205
French personal care company, world's largest cosmetics company 

specializing in hair color, skincare, sun protection, makeup, perfume,  and 

Insys_Therapeutics 2933 11109 908 medicine
Pharmaceutical company known for producing subsys, a potent opioid 

medication.

Legality_of_cannabis_by_U.S._jurisdiction 2964 4229 138 law
Legalization of cannabis by u.s. jurisdictions and its medical and 

recreational use despite federal prohibition.

John_Kapoor 2569 10844 881 business
Convicted felon, multi-millionaire, pharmaceutical entrepreneur, and former 

ceo of insys therapeutics.

Sphere_(venue) 8435 10694 879 venue
Music and entertainment arena in paradise, nevada known as the msg 

sphere, with immersive video and audio capabilities.

James_L._Dolan 1629 1940 119 business
American businessman, executive chairman & ceo of madison square 

garden sports, entertainment, and msg networks. former ceo of cablevision.

Covenant_marriage 1107 7212 585 marriage
Legally distinct kind of marriage in three u.s. states (arizona, arkansas, and 

louisiana) requiring pre-marital counseling and limited grounds for ...

Sapta_Saagaradaache_Ello_–_Side_B 9740 6651 547
2023 indian kannada-language romantic drama film, directed by hemanth m. 

rao.

Super_Mario_RPG 7510 6838 536 computer game
1996 role-playing video game developed by square and published by 

nintendo, featuring mario and friends on a quest to defeat the smithy gang 

Super_Mario_Bros._Wonder 3524 4816 396 computer game
Upcoming side-scrolling platform game developed and published by 

nintendo for the nintendo switch.

New_Social_Contract 20593 6223 511 political party
Dutch political party led by pieter omtzigt, focusing on good governance, 

social security, and opposing eu integration.

Al-Shifa_Hospital 3960 6028 495 hospital
Large hospital in gaza city, originally a british army barracks transformed 

into a medical center.

Fibonacci_sequence 6996 5944 480 mathematics
Sequence in which each number is the sum of the two preceding ones. 

known as fibonacci sequence.

2023_League_of_Legends_World_Championship4223 5743 472 computer game
Ongoing esports tournament for the multiplayer online battle arena video 

game league of legends.

Suika_Game 4098 5351 440 computer game
Japanese video game that combines falling and merging puzzles, known as 

suika game or watermelon game.

Lords_of_the_Fallen_(2023_video_game) 1537 1781 146 computer game
Upcoming action role-playing video game set to be released in october 

2023 for windows pc, playstation 5, and xbox series x and series s.

Warren_Anderson_(American_businessman)15027 5187 415 business
American businessman, former chair and ceo of union carbide corporation, 

charged with manslaughter for bhopal disaster.

AR-15–style_rifle 3046 4484 369
Lightweight semi-automatic rifle based on the colt ar-15 design. originally 

rejected by the military, now produced by various manufacturers.

Union_Carbide 13520 4734 365 business
Us chemical company producing chemicals and polymers for various 

industries, such as paints, packaging, automotive, and more.

Methyl_isocyanate 11378 3895 292
chemical 

compound

Toxic and flammable organic compound used in pesticide and rubber 

production, notorious for its involvement in the bhopal gas disaster.

Taylor_Swift_masters_dispute 2255 4350 358 business
Dispute between taylor swift and her former record label over ownership of 

her first six album masters.
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Rebecca_Loos 1930 4388 320 scandal
Dutch former glamour model and media personality known for claims of an 

affair with david beckham. gained media attention and appeared on reality 

La_Libertad_Avanza 12786 3986 320 political coalition
Right-wing to far-right political coalition in argentina with conservative and 

libertarian tendencies. led by economist javier milei.

Libertarian_Party_(Argentina) 12569 3640 299 political party
Argentine political party promoting social ultraconservatism, ultraliberalism, 

libertarianism, and minarchism. led by javier milei for the 2023 arg...

Juntos_por_el_Cambio 4423 1629 116 political coalition
Political coalition in argentina known as juntos por el cambio (english: 

together for change).

Onimusha 1974 4177 314 computer game
Video game series by capcom that retells japan's history with supernatural 

elements.

Vijaypat_Singhania 11124 3877 297 business
Businessman and aviator from india, known as a textile magnate, record 

holder in hot air ballooning and microlight flying, and author.

Challenge_Index 3385 3284 265 education
Ranking system for high schools based on advanced placement and 

international baccalaureate programs availability and exam participation.

Nasdaq_Composite 1834 2059 143 business
Stock market index of almost all stocks listed on the nasdaq exchange, 

heavily weighted towards tech companies.

List_of_companies_of_Israel 1337 3064 246 business List of notable companies in israel.

Meesho 2374 2992 246 business
Online shopping platform facilitating trade between suppliers, resellers, & 

customers, relying on social media platforms.

Layla_Anna-Lee 11331 3025 240
television 

presenter
English television presenter, specializing in sports.

2023–24_ISU_Grand_Prix_of_Figure_Skating3250 2764 227
Series of senior international figure skating competitions held from october 

to december 2023, leading to the grand prix final in beijing. skaters ...

George_Villiers,_1st_Duke_of_Buckingham4440 3146 225
17th-century english courtier, statesman, and arts patron, known as the 1st 

duke of buckingham.

Nickelodeon_All-Star_Brawl_2 1226 2685 221 computer game
2023 crossover fighting game featuring nickelodeon characters, developed 

by fair play labs and published by gamemill entertainment.

Persona_5_Tactica 3004 2531 208 computer game
2023 tactical role-playing game spin-off from the persona series, developed 

by p-studio and published by sega.

Gauze 1385 2580 195 material
Thin, translucent fabric with a loose open weave. widely used for medical 

dressings. derived from gaza, has a long history in textile weaving.

Suburræterna 2636 2344 193
2023 italian tv series based on the 2015 film suburra and following the 

events of the 2017 series blood on rome.

JSDelivr 3061 2359 189 technology
Public cdn for open-source software projects, hosting packages from github, 

npm, and wordpress.org. it's the third most popular cdn for javascript...

List_of_most-visited_websites 3146 2297 189 technology
List of most-visited websites worldwide with their rankings, as compiled by 

similarweb and alexa internet (until may 2022).

1962–1966 1451 2480 182
Compilation album of hit songs by the english rock band the beatles, 

spanning 1962-1966.

Loopt 5196 2226 180 business
Location-sharing service for smartphones, with more than 5 million users 

and partnerships with major u.s. mobile carriers.

Complaint_tablet_to_Ea-nāṣir 2618 2117 174
Cuneiform clay tablet, sent to ancient ur as a complaint c. 1750 bce. the 

oldest known written complaint, now in the british museum.
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The_Lord_of_the_Rings:_Return_to_Moria 1081 2116 174 computer game
2023 survival-crafting video game based on j.r.r. tolkien's middle-earth. 

players explore moria to retake the kingdom of khazad-dûm.

Žarko_Laušević 1044 2111 171
Serbian actor who became a leading actor early in his career and a major 

star across former yugoslavia on stage and screen.

Samantha_Cameron 1515 2353 168 business
English businesswoman, married to david cameron, former prime minister of 

the united kingdom.

Star_Ocean:_The_Second_Story 1263 2350 166 computer game
Action rpg video game, second in the star ocean series, developed by tri-

ace and published by enix for playstation.

Enshittification 1416 1950 160 technology
Pattern of decreasing quality in online platforms, known as enshittification or 

platform decay, leading to their downfall.

Carl_Barât 2328 2162 156
British musician and actor, co-frontman with pete doherty of the indie rock 

band the libertines.

Time_Variance_Authority 1182 2143 155
fictional 

organization

Fictional organization in marvel comics that monitors timelines. it is featured 

in the mcu with key characters such as ravonna renslayer and mobius...

Anthropic 3810 1832 150 business
American startup specializing in ai development, founded by former 

members of openai. they focus on general ai systems and responsible ai 

Nikhil_Kamath 1671 1720 141 business
Indian entrepreneur, co-founder of zerodha (retail stockbroker) and true 

beacon (asset management company).

Rich_Communication_Services 1779 2042 137 technology
Communication protocol aiming to replace sms messages, providing 

phonebook polling and in-call multimedia.

Indian_Renewable_Energy_Development_Agency5619 1623 133 enterprise
Government organization formed in 1987 to promote, develop, and finance 

renewable energy projects in india.

Nortel 1471 1963 126 business
Canadian multinational telecom and data networking equipment 

manufacturer headquartered in ottawa, ontario

Lea_Ackermann 1431 1480 122 activist
German catholic nun, activist, and founder of solwodi organization fighting 

sex tourism and forced prostitution.

Sonic_Superstars 1291 1479 122 computer game
2023 platform game developed by arzest and sonic team. it features side-

scrolling gameplay similar to the 1990s sonic the hedgehog games.

Optus 1657 1696 117 business
Australian telecom company owned by singtel. it is the second-largest 

wireless carrier in australia with over 10 million subscribers.

Livechat_Software 1759 1434 116 business
Customer service software company and developer of livechat, an online 

chat software for e-commerce sales and customer support.

Crunchyroll_LLC 1098 1343 110 business
American entertainment company focused on the distribution and licensing 

of anime, films, and television series. founded in 1994, acquired by sony ...

Forum_for_Democracy 4547 1546 103 political party
Far-right political party in the netherlands, founded in 2016, known for 

adopting more radical policies.

Tetration 1142 1664 99 science Mathematical operation based on repeated exponentiation.

Juul 1025 1580 94 business
Us e-cigarette company spun off from pax labs in 2017, known for its juul 

electronic cigarette.

Oh-My-God_particle 4689 1330 88 science
Ultra-high-energy cosmic ray detected in 1991 that questioned theories 

about the origin and propagation of cosmic rays.

Iceland_v_Iceland_Foods_Ltd 4342 1029 83 business
Ongoing legal dispute between iceland and iceland foods over the 

trademark and use of the name "iceland".
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Thallium_poisoning_case_of_Zhu_Ling 2788 1008 81
medical 

condition
Victim of an unsolved 1995 thallium poisoning case in beijing, china.

Ron_Kass 3745 1040 77 business
Prominent american businessman, recording executive, manager of the 

beatles, and film producer.

Ballistic_trauma 4179 1135 76
medical 

condition

Penetrating injury caused by a projectile from a gun, resulting in damages 

and complications.

Alopecia 2161 1096 76
medical 

condition

Condition that causes hair loss from the head or body. it can be caused by 

genetics, hormones, autoimmune disorders, or stressful events.

Alopecia_areata 2730 2335 72
medical 

condition

Condition causing hair loss, often resulting in bald spots on the scalp. 

believed to be an autoimmune disease.

Fiona_Coote 3649 920 72
medical 

condition

Heart transplant recipient who became australia's youngest heart transplant 

recipient. survived the surgery at the age of 14.

Imperva 3704 934 71 business
Cybersecurity software and services company that protects enterprise data 

and applications. based in san mateo, california.

Chris_Whitty 3590 1161 71 scientist
British epidemiologist, serving as chief medical officer for england and chief 

medical adviser to the uk government since 2019.

Patrick_Vallance 3359 962 69 scientist
British physician, scientist, and clinical pharmacologist known for his work 

in academia and industry.

Meitnerium 3975 1080 70
chemical 

compound

Synthetic chemical element with symbol mt and atomic number 109. it is 

highly radioactive and was first synthesized in 1982.

Curium 3475 1023 58
chemical 

compound

Synthetic chemical element with atomic number 96, named after marie and 

pierre curie known for their research on radioactivity.

Gary_Barber 3544 863 65 business
South african-born american film producer, chairman and ceo of metro-

goldwyn-mayer, and co-founder of spyglass entertainment.

Roger_Birnbaum 2926 829 53 business American film, television, and executive producer.

Deshong_Art_Museum 2789 656 54 museum
Public art gallery located in deshong park, chester, pennsylvania. it 

displayed the art collection of alfred o. deshong.

Michael_Chiarello 1306 717 54 chef
American celebrity chef known for italian-influenced california cuisine. 

owned chiarello family vineyards and restaurants in napa valley and san fr...

Mark_Wallace 3209 1036 54 business
American businessman, former diplomat and lawyer who has served in 

government, political and private sector posts.

Kyle_Vogt 2446 728 50 business
American businessman and co-founder of cruise automation, a self-driving 

car tech company acquired by gm.

(You_Gotta)_Fight_for_Your_Right_(To_Party!)1685 826 49
(You Gotta) 

Fight for Your 

Song by american hip hop group the beastie boys, released as the fourth 

single from their debut album licensed to ill (1986).

Worta_McCaskill-Stevens 2325 589 48 scientist
American physician-scientist and medical oncologist known for her research 

on cancer disparities, clinical trial management, and cancer prevention ...

German_tank_problem 1709 819 48 science
Statistical estimation problem in which the goal is to estimate the maximum 

of a discrete uniform distribution from sampling without replacement.

Charles_Maurice_de_Talleyrand-Périgord 2002 994 42

Serious_Sam:_The_First_Encounter 2054 583 39 computer game
2001 first-person shooter game developed by croteam and published by 

gathering of developers. it is the first in the serious sam series.
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Kinetotroph 1709 401 33 science
Hypothetical organism using kinetic energy to produce atp. could obtain 

energy from wind, tides, or currents. no known kinetotrophs on earth.

Iceland_(supermarket) 1688 648 32 business
British supermarket chain headquartered in deeside, wales. it mainly sells 

frozen foods, including prepared meals and vegetables, alongside non-fro...

Citroën_CX 1703 615 30

Currency_substitution 1513 450 29 finance
Is the use of a foreign currency in parallel to or instead of a domestic 

currency.

The_Wai 1415 352 29 business
Shopping centre in tai wai, hong kong managed by the mtr corporation. it is 

the third largest mall in eastern new territories.

Boloco 1468 353 28 business
Chain of fast casual restaurants known for wraps, smoothies, and burritos. 

founded in 1996, it has since downsized.

Australopithecus_afarensis 1728 728 27 science
Pliocene species of australopithecine that lived in east africa from 3.9–2.9 

million years ago.

Pictet's_experiment 1371 325 27 science
Demonstration of heat and cold reflection in experiments performed by marc-

auguste pictet in 1790.

Betty_Klimenko 1207 321 24 business
Australian businessperson and motorsport team owner. first female team 

owner to win the bathurst 1000. promotes women in motorsport.

Hilary_Putnam 1437 501 23 scientist
Philosopher, mathematician, and computer scientist. made significant 

contributions to philosophy of mind, language, and science.

Philosophy_of_mathematics 1503 609 23 science
Study of assumptions, foundations & implications of mathematics. aims to 

understand nature and methods of mathematics & its place in people's 

Willard_Van_Orman_Quine 1015 445 16 scientist
Influential american philosopher and logician known for work in analytic 

philosophy and naturalized epistemology.

Piranha_solution 1632 756 23
chemical 

compound

Corrosive mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide used to clean 

organic residues off substrates.

Rush_Munro's 1126 270 22 food
Is the oldest running ice creamery in new zealand, known for preservative-

free ice cream made from locally sourced ingredients.

Kansas_State_University 1421 650 22
Public land-grant research university in manhattan, kansas. it was the first 

public institution of higher learning in kansas.

Artificial_heart_valve 1012 321 17
medical 

condition

Valve implanted in the heart to replace a malfunctioning natural valve. can 

be mechanical, bioprosthetic or engineered.
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XXXX_(beer) 31784 143475 10273 brand
Popular australian beer brand brewed in milton, brisbane. enjoyed on-tap in 

pubs and bars in queensland.

XXXX_Gold 13878 17250 1317 product
Mid-strength australian lager known for sponsorships in cricket. 

manufactured by castlemaine perkins.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's 24091 66301 5118 video game
Popular video game series and media franchise created by scott cawthon in 

2014.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_(video_game) 4639 15079 1208 computer game
2014 point-and-click survival horror video game set in a family pizzeria. the 

player must survive the night by avoiding animatronic characters.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's:_Security_Breach 3121 6196 414 computer game
2021 first-person survival horror video game, eighth installment in five 

nights at freddy's series, featuring free-roam gameplay.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_2 1575 4046 317 computer game
Survival horror video game and the second installment in the five nights at 

freddy's series.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_4 1667 4008 311 computer game
Survival horror video game developed by scott cawthon. part of the five 

nights at freddy's series, it features nightmarish animatronics and a dark...

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's:_Help_Wanted 2050 3958 303 computer game
2019 vr survival horror video game, part of the five nights at freddy's series, 

where players must evade attacks from animatronics.

Five_Nights_at_Freddy's_3 1727 3275 251 computer game
Horror video game set in a decrepit attraction with a security guard 

defending against animatronics.

Outlook.com 62739 66353 4937 technology
Free webmail service by microsoft offering mail, calendaring, contacts, and 

tasks services.

Microsoft_Outlook 7151 5628 230 technology
Personal information manager software system, part of microsoft 365, 

popular as an email client for businesses with calendaring, task managing, 

Microsoft_Word 4330 4401 41 technology
Word processor developed by microsoft, first released on october 25, 1983 

for xenix systems. it is available on multiple platforms.

YouTube 217554 213486 4643 technology
American online video sharing and social media platform. launched in 2005, 

it is owned by google and has over 2.5 billion monthly users.

Sam_Altman 143066 55216 4458 entrepreneur
American entrepreneur, investor, and programmer. co-founder of loopt, ceo 

of openai.

Mira_Murati 31481 25673 2110 scientist
Albanian business manager. served as cto of openai since 2018 & interim 

ceo from nov 17-19, 2023.

Ilya_Sutskever 37504 16359 1300 scientist
Russian-born israeli-canadian computer scientist, co-founder of openai, and 

a major contributor to deep learning.

Greg_Brockman 16070 7623 627 business
American entrepreneur, investor, and software developer. co-founder of 

openai, former cto of stripe, excelled in mathematics and computer science.

Eduardo_Saverin 8911 10396 525 business
Brazilian billionaire entrepreneur and co-founder of facebook. net worth of 

$18.4 billion.

Geoffrey_Hinton 5130 2707 197 scientist
British-canadian cognitive psychologist and computer scientist, known for 

his work on artificial neural networks.

Sean_Parker 5118 5545 193 business
American entrepreneur and philanthropist, co-founded napster and was the 

first president of facebook. also co-founded plaxo, causes, airtime.com, a...

Raindrop_cake 36739 39631 2012 food
Dessert made of water and agar that resembles a large raindrop. popular in 

japan since 2014.
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André_3000 18033 12972 867
American rapper, singer, musician, songwriter, and record producer. 

member of the hip hop duo outkast. widely considered one of the greatest 

André_3000_discography 1798 1161 86
Discography of american rapper and singer andré 3000, known for his work 

as a member of the hip hop group outkast.

David_Attenborough 8861 10776 412 scientist
British broadcaster, biologist, natural historian, and author. best known for 

writing and presenting nature documentaries.

New_Relic 5536 5704 409 business Us-based web tracking and analytics company.

Apple_Network_Server 6255 6966 386 technology Line of powerpc-based server computers sold by apple from 1996 to 1997.

Sniffies 1884 5531 384 website
Interactive, map-based hookup web app for gay, bisexual, and bicurious 

guys. users can view profiles and chat with potential partners in their area.

Uncanny_valley 8931 7992 382 science
Hypothesis regarding the unsettling feelings provoked by humanoid objects 

that imperfectly resemble human beings.

FTX 2077 5336 379 business
Bankrupt company that operated a fraudulent cryptocurrency exchange and 

hedge fund. founded in 2019, it was the third-largest exchange by volume.

Travis_Kalanick 3589 6717 370 business
Co-founder and former ceo of uber, travis cordell kalanick is an american 

businessman.

Peter_Nygård 1454 5133 354
Finnish-canadian businessman, fashion exec, and convicted felon who 

founded nygård international, a women's apparel company.

Avocado 7091 7651 351 food
Medium-sized evergreen tree native to the americas, first domesticated in 

mesoamerica over 5,000 years ago.

SpaceX_Starship 9060 7256 325 technology
Super heavy lift launch vehicle and spacecraft developed by spacex. it is 

designed for reusable spaceflight and has various applications including ...

SpaceX_Starship_flight_tests 1375 1229 101 technology
Fully-reusable, two-stage super heavy-lift launch vehicle. used for 

suborbital, low-altitude, and orbital trajectory flights. designed by spacex 

SpaceX_Starship_(spacecraft) 1445 1036 85 technology
Spacex spacecraft under development, designed for crew and cargo 

transport to earth orbit, moon, mars, and beyond, with point-to-point 

SpaceX_Super_Heavy 1362 886 73 technology
First stage of spacex starship, a super heavy-lift launch vehicle. being flight 

tested since 2023. utilizes steel for rocket construction.

Generation_Alpha 11409 10517 324
demographic 

cohort

Demographic cohort succeeding generation z, born in the early 2010s to 

early-to-mid 2020s.

Generation_X 12685 12706 236 generation
Is the demographic cohort following the baby boomers and preceding the 

millennials.

Rothschild_family 13256 13025 319 business
Wealthy ashkenazi jewish family originally from frankfurt, known for their 

international banking business and noble rank in the holy roman empire a...

Islamic_State 6684 9119 318 science
Jihadist extremist group in the middle east known for its brutal tactics and 

territorial control.

Sahara_India_Pariwar 3029 4356 313 business
Indian conglomerate operating in finance, real estate, sports & healthcare. 

founded in 1978, headquartered in lucknow, india.

Viral_video 18463 6207 312 internet
Popular video that spreads rapidly on the internet through sharing on 

platforms like youtube and social media.

Carter_Reum 12848 5568 292 business
American author, entrepreneur, and venture capitalist. founded m13 

ventures, co-founded veev spirits.
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Mohamed_Hadid 4777 6230 292 business
American real estate developer known for building luxury hotels and 

mansions in la. father of gigi and bella.

Julia_Child 15698 7897 292 chef
Chef who brought french cuisine to american public with her cookbook 

'mastering the art of french cooking' and tv show 'the french chef'

Jordi_El_Niño_Polla 2547 2133 52
Spanish pornographic actor, producer and youtuber known as jordi "el niño 

polla". he gained fame for his work with brazzers.

John_Mearsheimer 8065 4440 282 scientist
Political scientist and international relations scholar known for his theory of 

offensive realism.

TikTok 16720 17491 276 technology
Short-form video hosting service by bytedance, featuring 3-10 minute user-

submitted videos.

H&M 4791 3984 81

Costco 5355 6325 262 business
Us multinational corporation operating membership-only big-box retail stores 

(warehouse club)

Control_(video_game) 3039 4861 258 computer game
2019 action-adventure game about the federal bureau of control, a secret 

agency studying phenomena that violate reality.

The_Game_Awards_2023 2114 1579 130 computer game
Upcoming award show to honor the best video games of 2023, hosted by 

geoff keighley. held in los angeles, it features live performances and is 

Take-Two_Interactive 1549 1977 71 computer game
American video game holding company based in nyc, founded in 1993. 

owns rockstar games, 2k, and other game franchises.

The_Game_Awards_2022 2047 2566 70 computer game
Award show honoring the best video games of 2022, hosted by geoff 

keighley and held in los angeles. winners included god of war ragnarök and 

Israelites 3673 5290 239 historical group
Group of semitic-speaking tribes in the ancient near east who inhabited a 

part of canaan.

Kotak_Mahindra_Bank 4242 4528 217 business
Indian banking & financial services company. offers products & services in 

personal finance, investment banking, life insurance, & wealth 

Scurvy 8044 4080 210 disease
Disease resulting from vitamin c deficiency. symptoms include weakness, 

fatigue, and gum disease. diagnosis is based on appearance and x-rays.

Mukesh_Ambani 9159 9229 209 business
Billionaire businessman, chairman, and managing director of reliance 

industries, the most valuable company in india.

Persimmon 13201 12276 206 food
Edible fruit from the genus diospyros. kaki persimmon, diospyros kaki, is the 

most widely cultivated species. china produces 75% of the global pers...

Bright's_disease 2568 3383 202 disease
Historical classification of kidney diseases characterized by swelling, 

presence of albumin in urine, and often accompanied by high blood 

Dana_White 3465 5022 200 sports
American businessman who is the ceo and president of the ultimate fighting 

championship (ufc), a global mma organization.

Asda 3005 3485 197 business British supermarket chain, acquired by walmart in 1999.

McDonald's 8847 9786 197 business
American multinational fast food chain founded in 1940. it is known for its 

iconic golden arches logo and franchise model.

George_Cohon 1924 468 37 business
Canadian businessman and lawyer, founder and senior chairman of 

mcdonald's canada and mcdonald's russia.

McKamey_Manor 1110 4621 196 entertainment Extreme haunted house attraction known for survival horror-style events.
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World_of_Warcraft 3944 5601 195 computer game
Mmorpg released in 2004 by blizzard entertainment, set in the warcraft 

fantasy universe, where players explore azeroth and complete quests.

Pepsi 3976 5463 193 beverage Carbonated soft drink manufactured by pepsico.

Specials_(Unicode_block) 1423 2908 193 technology
Unicode block of characters at the end of the basic multilingual plane, 

allocated at u+fff0–ffff.

List_of_Unicode_characters 4587 4570 47 technology
Collection of 149,878 unicode characters, covering 161 scripts and symbol 

sets. it includes the multilingual european character set subset and prov...

Canva 10448 10034 192 technology
Graphic design platform used for creating social media graphics and 

presentations. competes with google and microsoft in office software 

Pepper_X 2413 2929 190 food
Cultivar of capsicum chili pepper. developed over 10 years, it is 

exceptionally potent and was recognized as the hottest chili in the world.

Bell_pepper 2023 2216 55 food
Fruit of plants in the capsicum annuum species. cultivated in various colors, 

used as a vegetable in cooking.

Omarosa_Manigault_Newman 1450 2907 188
reality television 

show participant
Reality tv participant, writer, and former political aide to donald trump.

Yakuza_(franchise) 3718 3781 181 computer game
Japanese video game franchise by sega, incorporating elements of action-

adventure, beat 'em up, and role-playing genres.

Like_a_Dragon_Gaiden:_The_Man_Who_Erased_His_Name3233 1923 157 computer game
Action-adventure video game spin-off of the like a dragon series, developed 

by ryu ga gotoku studio and published by sega.

List_of_best-selling_video_games 6258 7194 180 computer game
List of video games with minecraft as the best-selling game, selling over 238 

million copies worldwide.

Fentanyl 8427 8502 176 medicine
Highly potent opioid used for pain management and sedation. it is much 

stronger than morphine and can cause overdose even with small amounts.

Myasthenia_gravis 3116 4329 170 disease
Neuromuscular junction disease causing skeletal muscle weakness. 

commonly affects eyes, face, and swallowing. can cause double vision, 

Marco_Pierre_White 2945 3532 168 chef
British chef, restaurateur, and television personality. first british chef to be 

awarded three michelin stars.

Fortnite 4707 5099 167 computer game
Online video game featuring three distinct game modes: fortnite battle 

royale, fortnite: save the world, and fortnite creative.

Ferrari 5718 4967 167 brand
Italian luxury sports car manufacturer, known for producing high-

performance supercars and grand tourers. founded by enzo ferrari in 1939.

Green_bean_casserole 6872 2535 157 food
Popular american baked dish made with green beans, cream of mushroom 

soup, and french fried onions. served as a side dish at thanksgiving dinners.

Cyber_Monday 6761 2561 62 business
Marketing term for e-commerce transactions on the monday after 

thanksgiving in the us, encouraging online shopping globally.

Soursop 5716 3617 154 food Tropical fruit of annona muricata tree native to the americas and caribbean.

Bill_Ackman 1468 2766 152 business
American hedge fund manager, founder and ceo of pershing square capital. 

net worth: $3.5 billion (june 2023).

Starbucks 5729 7148 152 company
American multinational chain of coffeehouses and roastery reserves 

headquartered in seattle, washington. it is the world's largest coffeehouse 

Average_human_height_by_country 8867 7977 150 science
Page that provides average adult human height by country or geographical 

region through two tables.
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Judith_Love_Cohen 1298 2665 150 scientist
American aerospace engineer who worked on important projects like the 

minuteman missile and the hubble space telescope. later, she founded a 

Half-Life_(video_game) 4629 3001 149 computer game
1998 fps game developed by valve corporation, known as their debut 

product and the first game in the half-life series.

Geneva_Conventions 3343 4504 147 international law
Set of international humanitarian laws that establish standards for treatment 

in war.

Uber 4082 4983 144 business
Ride-hailing, food delivery, and freight transport company headquartered in 

san francisco. operates in 70 countries and 10,500 cities.

Theia_(planet) 1347 2621 144 science
Hypothesized ancient planet that collided with earth, forming the moon. may 

have been the size of mars and provided earth's water.

Jared_Kushner 2904 4811 143 business
Businessman, investor, and former government official. son-in-law of 

president donald trump and served as a senior advisor to trump from 2017 

Jakkaphong_Jakrajutatip 7989 3829 143 business

Marfan_syndrome 3657 4432 141 disease
Genetic disorder affecting connective tissue, causing abnormal skeletal, 

cardiovascular, and ocular traits.

Sweetbread 2179 2882 140 food
Culinary name for the thymus or pancreas, typically from calf or lamb. rich 

flavor and tender texture. served as appetizer or main course.

KFC 6356 7098 134 food
Fast food restaurant chain specializing in fried chicken, headquartered in 

louisville, kentucky.

Skydance_Media 4677 2761 134 business
American production company based in santa monica, california. 

specializes in films, animation, television, video games, and sports.

What_If...?_(TV_series) 3766 4962 133 Tv series with multiple alternate scenarios and possibilities.

Lamborghini 8125 7384 130
automobile 

manufacturer

Italian manufacturer of luxury sports cars and suvs based in sant'agata 

bolognese, owned by volkswagen group.

List_of_AMD_Ryzen_processors 6056 5008 128 technology
Family of x86-64 microprocessors from amd, based on the zen 

microarchitecture.

Jaromír_Jágr 2000 2551 126
Czech ice hockey player who has played in the nhl for various teams and 

holds several records.

Jupiter 6944 6739 124 science
Gas giant planet, fifth from the sun, with a mass more than 2.5 times that of 

all other planets combined. its rapid rotation creates an oblate shap...

Tesla_Cybertruck 2535 2588 123 product
Battery electric full-size pickup truck built by tesla, inc. announced in nov 

2019, with pilot production starting jul 2023. delivery planned for n...

Opioid 1532 2989 118 medicine
Substance that acts on opioid receptors, primarily used for pain relief, 

anesthesia, and other medical purposes.

Six_Flags 1408 2478 115 business
American amusement park corporation with properties in canada, mexico, 

and the united states. it operates theme parks, water parks, and a family 

Sinn_Féin 4861 3902 114

Whose_Line_Is_It_Anyway?_(American_TV_series)3240 3177 114
British radio program later turned tv show about short-form improvisational 

comedy.

Macklemore 1721 3118 114 musician
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Bernie_Ecclestone 2610 2529 113 business
British business magnate, former ceo of formula one group, overseeing 

formula one racing and its commercial rights.

Mary_Berry 3587 3424 108 food
Dame mary rosa alleyne hunnings, an english food writer, chef, baker, and 

television presenter.

Paul_Hollywood 5431 5268 85 celebrity chef
English celebrity chef and tv personality, known as a judge on the great 

british bake off since 2010.

Factitious_disorder_imposed_on_another 1628 2121 107
medical 

condition

Mental health disorder where a caregiver induces illness in someone, often 

their child, for attention.

Petr_Čech 2208 2698 105
Czech former professional footballer and ice hockey goaltender, considered 

one of the greatest goalkeepers of all time.

Möbius_strip 1909 2622 102
Non-orientable surface formed by twisting a strip of paper, discovered by 

listing and möbius in 1858. every non-orientable surface contains a möbiu...

Raj_Kundra 1519 1929 101 business British-indian businessman, ranked as the 198th richest british asian.

Apple_M2 1353 1978 100 technology
Series of arm-based socs by apple inc. for mac and ipad pro, serving as cpu 

and gpu for enhanced performance.

Apple_silicon 1219 1623 47 technology
Series of processors designed by apple mainly using arm architecture, used 

in macs, iphone, ipad, and other apple devices.

MacBook_Pro 1424 1633 39 brand
Line of mac laptops by apple inc., introduced in 2006. it is the higher-end 

lineup in the macbook family, sold with 14-inch and 16-inch screens, us...

ARM_architecture_family 1886 2213 18 technology
Family of risc instruction set architectures (isas) developed by arm ltd. used 

in a wide range of devices including smartphones, laptops, and embed...

United_Nations 8602 9926 100
international 

organization

Intergovernmental organization maintaining peace, cooperation & 

harmonizing actions among nations. world's largest international 

Bin_Laden_family 1566 2025 97 business
Wealthy family connected to saudi royal family, known for the saudi binladin 

group and osama bin laden's affiliation with al-qaeda.

Emeli_Sandé 1922 1854 95
Scottish singer and songwriter known as emeli sandé. she rose to 

prominence in the music industry and has achieved notable success.

The_Daily_Wire 2324 3026 86 business Conservative news and opinion website.

Federal_Bureau_of_Investigation 3615 4011 84 government
Intelligence and security agency of the united states, a leading 

counterterrorism and counterintelligence organization, with jurisdiction over 

UNICEF 2618 3329 82 enterprise
United nations agency providing humanitarian and developmental aid to 

children worldwide.

List_of_asset_management_firms 1685 1687 81 business
Investment firm that manages pooled funds of retail investors for 

diversification, liquidity, and professional management consulting.

Exploding_head_syndrome 4788 1548 80
medical 

condition

Sleep and headache disorder where individuals experience loud auditory 

hallucinations during sleep, often accompanied by a flash of light.

Zara_(retailer) 4567 3435 78 brand Spanish multinational retail clothing chain specializing in fast fashion.

Pemmican 1205 1677 77 food
High-energy food made of tallow, dried meat, and berries. invented by 

indigenous peoples, used by explorers like shackleton and amundsen.

Tonsil_stones 1573 1991 74
medical 

condition

Condition where mineralized debris accumulates in the tonsils, causing 

symptoms like bad breath, sore throat, and cough.
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Mandelbrot_set 3171 2649 74 science
Complex two-dimensional set with simple definition but exhibits great 

complexity when magnified.

Tirzepatide 1419 1823 73 medicine
Antidiabetic medication for type 2 diabetes and weight loss. administered 

through injection, it may cause side effects.

List_of_trigonometric_identities 2817 3267 72 science
List of equalities involving trigonometric functions, true for all defined values 

of the variables.

List_of_ISO_3166_country_codes 3759 3923 70 technology
Standard that represents names of countries and their subdivisions. it 

comprises 249 countries, 193 of which are un member states.

XYY_syndrome 4039 1443 68
medical 

condition

Genetic condition in males with an extra y chromosome. symptoms may 

include increased height and learning disabilities. not inherited, occurs 

Walt_Disney_Animation_Studios 5076 3121 68 business
American animation studio known as walt disney animation studios (wdas) 

that creates animated features and short films for the walt disney 

Pomelo 3727 3398 65 food
Large citrus fruit and the ancestor of grapefruit. belongs to the rutaceae 

family.

Orange_(fruit) 2952 2686 39 fruit
Citrus fruit belonging to the rutaceae family, primarily referring to the sweet 

orange (citrus sinensis). it is a hybrid of pomelo and mandarin.

Space 1769 1943 64 science
Three-dimensional continuum of positions and directions, considered 

fundamental to understanding the physical universe.

Millennium_Prize_Problems 1908 2164 63 science
Collection of 7 unsolved math problems, with $1 million prize each. poincaré 

conjecture is the only solved problem.

Rayman 1087 1371 61 computer game
Platform video game franchise created by michel ancel for ubisoft. featuring 

a magical world, the protagonist rayman must save his world from villa...

List_of_ISO_639-1_codes 3016 2949 58 technology
Standardized nomenclature used to classify languages with two-letter (639-

1) and three-letter (639-2 and 639-3) abbreviations.

Rugby_union 1896 2957 57 sport Close-contact team sport that originated at rugby school in the 19th century.

Mercury_(element) 3153 3407 55
chemical 

compound

Chemical element with symbol hg, atomic number 80. known as quicksilver, 

it is the only metallic element that is liquid at standard temperature and...

Hagia_Sophia 4473 5049 54 historical site
Historic mosque and cultural site in istanbul, turkey, originally a church, now 

a museum.

Nokia 2940 3033 50 technology
Finnish multinational corporation known for its contributions to the mobile 

telephony industry.

Geologic_time_scale 2183 2432 46 science Representation of time based on the rock record of earth.

Obsessive–compulsive_disorder 4817 3263 46

Cluedo 1050 1530 45 board game
Murder mystery game known as clue in north america. devised in 1943, it 

was created by anthony e. pratt and is currently owned by hasbro.

Anise 1665 1866 45 food
Flowering plant native to the mediterranean and southwest asia, widely used 

to flavor food, candy, and alcoholic drinks.

Lemon 3787 2222 44 food
Small evergreen tree native to asia, primarily northeast india (assam), 

northern myanmar, or china.

Heian_period 1115 1268 43 historical period
Period in japanese history (794-1185) characterized by a decline in chinese 

influences, the peak of the imperial court, and the emergence of vernac...
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Mate_(drink) 2224 2231 41 food
Traditional south american caffeine-rich herbal drink made from dried leaves 

of yerba mate, served with a metal straw in a calabash gourd.

Orient_Express 1497 1439 40 transportation
Long-distance passenger train service that operated from 1883 until 2009, 

synonymous with intrigue and luxury rail travel.

White_Russian_(cocktail) 2371 1833 39 food
Vodka-based cocktail made with coffee liqueur, cream, and ice. it is served 

in an old fashioned glass.

Michelin_Guide 2172 2281 32 business
Series of guide books published by michelin since 1900. awards up to three 

michelin stars for excellence to select establishments.

Quantum_dot 1107 1097 31 science
Nanoscale semiconductor particle with unique optical and electronic 

properties due to quantum effects. central in nanotechnology and materials 

Turpentine 1294 1334 30
chemical 

compound

Fluid obtained from distilling resin harvested from trees, mainly pines. 

mainly used as a solvent and organic material source.

Polaris 1771 1864 29 science
Bright star in ursa minor, commonly called the north star or pole star, used 

for navigation.

LiveLeak 2179 2641 29
video sharing 

site

Former british video sharing website focused on hosting real footage of 

world events and encouraging citizen journalism.

Flipper_Zero 1721 1341 28 technology
Portable tamagotchi-like device for interaction with access control systems. 

can read, copy, and emulate rfid and nfc tags. announced through kicks...

Botany 1250 1363 22 science
Branch of biology that studies plant life, including their structure, growth, 

reproduction, and classification.

University_of_Washington 2009 1601 22 university
Public research university in seattle, washington. founded in 1861, it is one 

of the oldest universities on the west coast.

Ice 1104 1211 21 science
Solid form of water, forming at or below freezing temperatures. it is 

abundant on earth's surface and plays a key role in the water cycle and 

Yahtzee 1113 1087 20 board game
Dice game developed by milton bradley and marketed as yahtzee by edwin 

s. lowe in 1956. players score points by rolling dice to make combinations. 

Rutgers_University 1537 1692 16 education Public land-grant research university with four campuses in new jersey.

Hazelnut 1757 1709 16 food
Fruit used in snacks, baking, and confectionery. turkey is the largest 

producer.

Organization_of_American_States 1215 878 11 organization
International organization founded in 1948 to promote cooperation among 

american states. focuses on human rights, electoral oversight, 
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#reddit_tiktok 241 K 5067 M social media Platform for sharing reddit stories and content in a tiktok format.

#redditstorytime 131 K 1468 M social media
On tiktok where users share interesting and entertaining stories from the popular 

online platform reddit.

#macandcheese 49 K 1308 M food
Popular dish made with macaroni pasta and cheese sauce. it is a comfort food 

loved by many.

#macncheese 24 K 445 M food
Popular dish made with macaroni pasta and cheese sauce. it is a comfort food 

loved by many.

#aussie 95 K 1164 M geographical area Australian culture, people, and things related to australia.

#mw3 164 K 1105 M computer game Video game

#cologne 52 K 1095 M fashion Fragrance

#relaxingvideos 59 K 918 M relaxation Collection of calming and soothing videos that help people relax and unwind.

#unbrush 10 K 806 M beauty
About not brushing hair. it may be related to hair care tips, curly hair routines, and 

product reviews.

#diylashextensions 24 K 590 M beauty Diy method of applying lash extensions at home.

#mongraal 20 K 565 M athlete
Professional fortnite player known for his exceptional skills and competitive 

gameplay.

#slickback 14 K 560 M fashion Hairstyle where the hair is combed back and held in place with gel or pomade.

#reunited 27 K 555 M family
About reuniting with loved ones after being separated or deported. it may also 

involve funny videos related to underwear or girls. #fyp??

#fort 71 K 540 M computer game Popular hashtag related to the game fortnite.

#snoopy 36 K 536 M cartoon
Popular tiktok hashtag featuring content related to the beloved character snoopy 

from the peanuts comic strip.

#unreal 28 K 530 M entertainment Impressive and mind-blowing content that seems too good to be true.

#edging 10 K 499 M lawncare
Lawn care technique that involves trimming the edges of a lawn for a neat and 

polished look.

#vanilla 51 K 479 M food Flavor or scent that is often associated with sweetness and simplicity.

#pie 38 K 466 M food Delicious pies and baking.

#reputationtaylorsversion 28 K 444 M music Taylor swift's album 'reputation' re-recorded and released as 'taylor's version'.

#gurunanda 10 K 435 M brand Brand that offers a range of essential oils and oral care products.
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#fortnite 3649 K 36255 M computer game
Popular video game known for its battle royale mode and unique building 

mechanics.

#fortniteclips 1213 K 9859 M computer game
Collection of short video clips showcasing gameplay, highlights, and funny 

moments from the popular video game fortnite.

#fortnitememes 472 K 5386 M video game
Collection of funny and entertaining memes related to the popular video game 

fortnite.

#ogfortnite 237 K 4083 M computer game
The nostalgia and appreciation for the original version of the popular video game 

fortnite.

#fornite 97 K 407 M computer game
Popular video game known for its battle royale mode and unique building 

mechanics.

#jakewebber 28 K 386 M content creator
Content creator on tiktok known for his comedic videos and collaborations with 

other creators.

#johnnieguilbert 18 K 240 M musician Musician

#modernwarfare3 40 K 379 M computer game
Video game in the call of duty series, known for its intense multiplayer gameplay 

and thrilling campaign.

#mwiii 12 K 114 M computer game Related to the video game 'call of duty: modern warfare 3'.

#mw3clips 24 K 55 M computer game About call of duty: modern warfare 3 clips.

#uncannyvalley 10 K 373 M concept
Concept in aesthetics and robotics where something appears almost human but 

not quite, causing a feeling of unease.

#orderpacking 348 K 360 M business Packing orders for stitch-related merchandise.

#sukunaryomen 25 K 316 M anime Tiktok hashtag about the character sukuna from the anime jujutsu kaisen.

#ticks 11 K 278 M actors Related to lice, ticks, and the lives of actors and actresses.

#honeybun 20 K 271 M romance
Romantic and emotional hashtag that is related to love, heartbreak, and deep 

emotions.

#leftovers 28 K 269 M food Using leftover food to create new meals.

#firmament 15 K 262 M ideology
The belief in a solid dome or vault that covers the earth, according to some flat 

earth theories.

#giselle 23 K 258 M musician Member of the k-pop group aespa.

#dnatest 12 K 255 M science Dna testing and ancestry exploration.

#beautytutorial 20 K 203 M fashion
Collection of videos that provide tutorials and tips on beauty and skincare 

routines.

#projector 20 K 198 M technology Device used to project images or videos onto a surface.

#gravy 13 K 194 M food Food
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#blinker 6 K 168 M music
Music-related hashtag featuring content related to bts, blackpink, and other k-pop 

artists.

#sharkflexstyle 9 K 161 M fashion
Trendy hairstyle trend on tiktok that involves creating voluminous and stylish hair 

looks.

#applepie 16 K 157 M food Dessert made with apples and pastry crust.

#booktokrecs 30 K 150 M book For book recommendations and discussions on tiktok.

#nailsdesign 82 K 148 M fashion Nail designs and styles.

#collardgreens 12 K 142 M food
A popular southern dish made from collard greens, often served with cornbread, 

soul food, and other traditional dishes.

#makeupinspo 1435 K 290 M fashion Makeup inspiration and ideas.

#makeupaddict 1401 K 136 M fashion People who are passionate and addicted to makeup.

#makeupjunkie 1374 K 35 M fashion
Makeup enthusiasts who are passionate about trying new products and creating 

different looks.

#makeupgoals 1404 K 34 M fashion Achieving makeup looks and goals.

#makeuplife 1392 K 26 M fashion Makeup enthusiasts sharing their looks and tips.

#candycave 322 K 132 M food Sweet and colorful world of candy delights and sugary treats.

#retire 20 K 128 M finance Planning for financial independence and leaving the workforce.

#elamordemivida 46 K 120 M love Love of my life.

#magsafe 11 K 112 M technology Magnetic charging technology for iphones.

#tooltips 23 K 112 M DIY
Collection of short videos sharing useful tips and tricks related to tools and diy 

projects.

#codmw3 13 K 103 M computer game Video game hashtag related to the call of duty: modern warfare 3 game.

#sweats 13 K 98 M fashion Comfortable and casual clothing, including sweatpants and outfit ideas.

#successsecrets 20 K 90 M self-help Collection of tips and strategies for achieving success in various areas of life.

#newzealandtiktok 19 K 89 M geographical area Showcasing the beauty and culture of new zealand through tiktok videos.

#spark 14 K 88 M sports About speed, memories, and watercrafts.

#ceiling 7 K 85 M
home 

improvement
Interior design and home improvement.
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#diningtable 13 K 80 M fashion Showcasing dining tables and creative table settings.

#mulching 6 K 63 M gardening
Gardening technique that involves covering the soil with a layer of organic 

material to improve fertility and moisture retention.

#eternalroses 9 K 53 M fashion Preserved roses that last forever.

#gl2 18 K 53 M computer game
Related to gacha life 2, a popular mobile game where users can create and 

customize their own characters and stories.

#novemberbaby 12 K 52 M pregnancy Pregnancy in november.

#cutebabychallenge 10 K 43 M entertainment Challenge where people share cute videos of babies.

#wallboard 30 K 42 M home decor Wall design and decoration using wall panels and building materials.

#defi 18 K 42 M finance Decentralized finance.

#usarmy 296 K 1796 M military
The united states army, the land warfare service branch of the united states 

armed forces.

#packanorderwithme 206 K 384 M business Tiktok hashtag about packing orders and showcasing the process.

#packanorder 235 K 120 M business Packing orders for candies and having a fun time doing it.

#wny 110 K 118 M business Candy store located in western new york.

#exoticsnackslebanon 292 K 118 M food Unique and unusual snacks from lebanon.

#candieslebanon 213 K 70 M food Lebanese candies and sweet treats.

#prepareanorderwithme 206 K 65 M business Tiktok hashtag about preparing an order with me.

#hellosweetscandy 103 K 63 M business About candy store and packing orders with candy.

#welovecandy 195 K 62 M food About the love and appreciation for candy.

#canadia 146 K 41 M food Tiktok hashtag about candies and snacks in lebanon.

#sweetcandybvffy763hfv 113 K 39 M food Trend on tiktok where users share videos of sweet and colorful candies.
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Hashtag Name
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Hashtag 

Classification
Hashtag Description

#tiktokmademedoit 155 K 666 M trend
Trend on tiktok where people showcase the things they were inspired to do by 

watching tiktok videos.

#pack 128 K 272 M sports event Fifa pack openings and packing players.

#freezedriedadventures 87 K 97 M food Series of adventurous videos featuring freeze-dried food and culinary creations.

#wilton 86 K 76 M brand Baking and decorating brand known for its cake decorating supplies and tutorials.

#sourcandychallange 83 K 40 M food Challenge where people try sour candies and share their reactions.

#candyorder 94 K 37 M business Ordering candy online.

#busevacuationdrill 12 K 33 M safety Emergency drills for evacuating buses.

#investingforbeginners2023 21 K 23 M finance
About learning the basics of investing, including topics like cryptocurrency, 

trading, and bitcoin.

#cryptotrends 17 K 12 M finance The latest trends and developments in the world of cryptocurrency.

#blackgir 5 K 11 M lgbt related Related to black girls on tiktok.

#solanagoodinvestment 16 K 10 M cryptocurrency Investing in solana cryptocurrency.

#tiktoksweden 6 K 9 M geographical area
Tiktok content related to sweden, including videos from swedish creators and 

popular trends in sweden.

#passiveincomeformoms 12 K 8 M business Moms generating income in a passive way.

#cryptotrader 16 K 12 M finance Trading cryptocurrencies and making profits.

#livebitcointrading 18 K 11 M finance Trading bitcoin live.

#cryptos 5 K 6 M finance Related to cryptocurrency news, music, life, memes, and trading.

#howtosell 6 K 5 M business Selling products or services and providing tips and strategies for successful sales.


